The Game of Rugby: Answers
The game of rugby has been around since 1823 and there are two types of games, union and league.
TASK: 1) Add the numbers to the correct shirts, 1 to 15. 2) Identify the name for each player position.
3) On the next page, explain what each position does in the game of rugby union.
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The Game of Rugby
Loose-head prop: They provide the power in the scrum and they absorb most of the force and impact in it. Loose-head
props get positioned to the left side of the hooker during a scrummage. The loosehead prop is one of only three players
stationed in the front row.

Hooker: Hookers are responsible for hooking and collecting the ball from the scrum. The other chief role of a hooker is
throwing the ball back in to play to the jumpers at the line-outs.

Tight-head prop: They line up on the right side of the hooker on the front row of the scrum. Both tighthead and
loosehead props take the brunt of impact while scrummaging. So, both props should have lots of upper body mass and
strength.

Second row: The second rowers provide further power for the big push behind the hooker and the props in the scrum.
Their other role is collecting the ball from the hooker and delivering it out to the scrum-half.

Blind-side flanker: The blindside flanker has a physical role to play in the team. They make solid contributions as a
regular target in the line-out. They are often seen as the player who provides the highest work rate in the tackles.

Open-side flanker: Rugby positions by number at openside flanker combine power, speed, and skill into one rugby field
position. The rugby union openside flanker position is best suited to a slightly smaller and more mobile player. Their work
rate around the pitch is comparable to a blindside flanker role.

Number 8: They have a similar role to the flankers but they control the ball at the back of a scrummage. They are
hardworking, and always active in tackling, rucking and mauling. They will play a big part in the line-out and during
scrums near the opposition's try-line.

Scrum Half: These rugby scrum positions are collectors of loose balls from regulation play. They organise their
teammates and should be accurate ball passers as well as quick-thinking decision makers.

Fly Half: They are often described as the brains behind the team's performance. Integrating solid defensive prowess
with superb attacking instincts is their main role. They are influential on the pitch as well as in decision making for the
whole team.

Left Wing: They are amongst the fastest runners. There is little difference in the role of the left wing and the right wing
because they both need pace and agility. The responsibility of all wingers is finishing off attacking moves created by the
backs. When that happens the team has a chance of scoring tries.

Right Wing: They are amongst the fastest runners. There is little difference in the role of the left wing and the right
wing because they both need pace and agility. The responsibility of all wingers is finishing off attacking moves created by
the backs. When that happens the team has a chance of scoring tries.
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Inside centre: A player involved in defence as much as attack. The inside centre position assists the fly-half in attacking
moves. They are also busy drawing the opposition's defence. You need accurate handling and passing skills and an
unmatched kicking game to play at inside centre.

Outside centre: This is similar to the inside centre. They will be exploiting the gaps and finding holes in the challenger's
defence. The role means they should have a sturdy defensive game, unerring handling and passing skills. Not to mention
a precise kicking game.

Full back: Number 15 in rugby is often the last line of defence so they must have a safe pair of hands. That also means
full-backs often become the first players making a break in attack. Their main role is making last-ditch tackles and turning
defence into attack.

Are you up to a challenge?
Task: Answer these questions below about the game of rugby union.

1. When a player is issued with a yellow card, how many minutes are
they in the sin bin? 10 minutes
2. Can only the hooker throw in from the line up?
No, but he does generally play the ball.
3. How do you restart the game after a knock on? A scrum
4. How many points do you get when you score a try? 5 points
5. What position would you be playing if you played the ball into the
scum? Scrum half
6. How many minutes do you get in a full game of rugby? 80 minutes

